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Compensating and Adjusting To Loss
Kenneth Ravizza

when I (RF) was putting together our team of professionals to write thisbook, Dr. Ken Ravizza was one of ihe first who came to mind. Ken has hadtremendous success working with professional and elite performers in a varietyof domains, such as sport, medicine and business. When I asked Ken to be partof our team he immediately replied, "count me in." Later that week, he called meand asked me why I had asked him to be a part of this team. Ken wanted toknow why I didn't want a person w_ho had ,*" e*jerience in the grief process
and dealing with death and dying. I told Ken that we did have people consultingwith us on the grief process, however, I do not want that to be our sole focus. Iwant us to help people not only survive loss -- I want to help people to learnhow to thrive despite their painful loss. I told him that I saw his task as adifficult one in the wake of such serious loss, but that I believed his wisdom tobe.vital to aiding persons like you and me wiro face our loss every day and aretrying, somehow, to live a fulr life despite our grief- we can only advance onebreath at a time toward this hope. Let,s wark ,,iitn ren together.

I appreciale 
!n9 on-ogrtunity to write this piece and I hope to share withyou some of the ,l:ighF I have gained over 25 years of working withprofessional and olympic athtetes on enhancing their performarice. It is certainlyan understandable question to ask what my exierience has to do with your

situation. Let me exptain. Right now, you have to perform and do tnings tnatwere simple before, involved little thought. Now these tasks are more difficultand involve a multitude of painful memories. Like an athlete who feels pressed
beyond his or her ability, You have alreaoy raceo a tauntlet of emotions and
experiences beyond the reach of ma.ny peopre to fuiry comprehend. However,you have also probably begun somehow to learn to cbmpensate and adjust, howto.have good days and bad ones, to fake it when n...irlrv, ;;;; ;;threte
said to me after our work together, "I have learned how to feel more
comfortable with being uncomfortable.-

My work has focused on helping people perform effectively regardless ofthe task -- not onry when everything ii going *Lil, but perhaps especiaily whenthey know that they are not operating at tnir full potential. In my work, I
always hear the clich6, ltake one game at a time,,, or'.play the game one pitch
at a time." That is one thing with sports, but can'you learn to ..tike 

one game ata time" after such a devastating loss when .r.n u shopping trip to a
supermarket can bring up tremendous emotion? I have'fou-nO inat people can
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perform effectively when they have intense emotions if they can learn to first
experience the emotion and then release it. This technique is widely practiced in
various ways in the East. Try the following exercise.

Exercise: Sit quietly in a comfortable chair or on the floor and pay attention to
your breathing. Breathe in and out slowly, not forcing either your breath in or
your breath out. lust breathe slowly. Slowly in. Slowly out. After about 10 breath

cycles, bring to mind a difficult emotion you have experienced recently. Bring

that emotion into your mental view, as it were, and recognize that this is a
difficult emotion, but is part of your experience. It is neither good, nor bad. It
simply is. Acknowledge it and allow it to move in and move out of your
awareness. Continue focusing on your breath and continue breathing in and out
for another 10 cycles. Practice this a few times and when you are caught by

surprise by a strong and painful emotion, utilize this breathing technique. The
idea is not to drive the emotion out of you, but to accept it, and then to let it go.

I remember a friend who lost her husband and she was devastated. A
hobby that they shared was reading. She said 3 months after her husbands'loss
she couldn't read more than a sentence in a book. She was depressed that she

could not read like she used to. I suggested that she read a paragraph and try to
simply to attend to the reading without contrasting her present experience with
her experience before her loss. After a paragraph, she was able to begin
focusing on reading a page, and then a chapter and eventually the complete
book. She began to feel good about the small steps of improvement. Our
response to ovenruhelming situations, in many respects, needs to involve
acceptance coupled with experiencing the emotion and allowing it to move in
and move out. I want you to understand that you will, of course, still experience
moments when you feel overwhelmed. It is important not to deny that feeling,
but you may find yourself recognizing when the time has come to shift focus to
the small steps you are taking toward healing.

Along the way, it is important to develop some short-term coping skills
that can help you to adjust to a new, post-9-l1 reality. These techniques may
include relaxation, breathing and concentration skills. The primary skill I want to
address in this next section, however, is called segmentation or, more to the
point, taking one thing at a time.

I use a method called the 5 R's to help people focus on taking one thing
at a time. The first is, Responsibility, which means developing the awareness
and skills to know what you are accountable for and what you are not. This R

helps us determine between what is under our control, what is out of our control
and what is our personal responsibility. Responsibility impacts effective coping in
two major ways. First, you often do not have control of evefihing that goes on

around you, but you do have control over how you choose to respond. Second,
you have to control yourself before you control your emotional response. Here is

a very simple framework for how to implement this:
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1. when adversity strikes, as you "lose it,,accept that you are not
pefect and these moments will happen.2' Focus on-what you can control. Remember that you always have
control of your breath so focus on that. Concentrate on the
inhalation of breath. concentrate on the exharation.

The next step in taking things one step at a time is to Recognize how
upset or out of control you are. It is not like you are either in control or out ofcontrol' There are degrees of disturbance. I use the analogy of driving a car.wlen you appro.:l 

? 
signal light, you must first be aware that therels a signallight, and if the light is green, [hen'you go. But if the light is yellow, you must

become more conscious of possibilities: you need to assess distance from thelight, your current speed, and possibly even the intersection before making a
decision. If the light is red, of course, you begin the process of stopping. whatoften happens is that we just go through our-day unaware of what is hippening
within us' But just as the color of the light provides information for the driver,you need to recognize your reaction to stressfut situations and also recognize
what situations are yellow and or red lights for you. For.*u*ple, a loved one,s
birthday may be a yellow light. Recognize this and have patience with yourself asyou strive to just get through the day.

,*",:.1:1f^?,':.:P:t Igyf:lf as. you so throush this srievins situation utitizins
rs canactually be of tremendous practical value as you will soon learn.

1. Recognize how you experience your various signal lights. what
ha.ppens to you ph-ysicaily (tightshourders, n.ik, javr7, etc), mentaily
(absentminded, difficulty focusing, etc), and emotionally (depression or
anxiety) when you are faced with strong and ovenruhelming emotionsi

2. what are the situations that are yellow and red for you? Be prepared
for these difficult situations.

Yellow:

Red:

The third R is Release. This is a key aspect to letting go. We all do thingsthat we need to stop doing, but first we have to allow ourselves to release the
negative thoughts that keep us absorbed with a past feeling or action. ini, i, u
key ingredient to segmentation. As I always tell pitchers in 

-baseball, 
you have to
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let the last pitch go before you make the next pitch. So if you have difficulties in
one situation, give yourself a few moments to release it and regroup. Be patient

with yourself and allow yourself to take that extra five minutes to release and

regroup. Here are a couple of quick ways to release:
1. Make a fist, hold it tight for 5 seconds and then release it. Imagine

that you are letting go of all negative thoughts as you release your fist.
2. Focus on your breathing and use the exhalation to let things go. Do

this several times, but try not to force your exhalations too much.

Letting go of stressors a bit at a time is good.

3. Use your favorite cue word, "shucks", "gosh", \\****", whatever works
for you, as long as it doesn't upset others.

Some ideas to put into Practice:
1. Come up with 3 things you can do to release emotions, thoughts and

muscle tension that are good for you and not harmful to others.

2. Stop beating yourself up. If you, for example, can't find your car keys,

that doesn't mean you are the village idiot. It simply means that you
just forgot were You left Your keYs.

3. Forgive yourself and move on. Practice this daily. Letting go guilt and
past hurts done to others are yourself is enormously healing.

The next step is to Refocus. This is where you have to establish a clear
plan of what you are trying to do and make a commitment to that plan. This can

be as simple as deciding to go see a certain person or go to meeting where you

used to go with your loved one. The situation maybe difficult (yellow light) but
you have a specific task and you commit to that task. You don't have to focus on

your total life and how you can't do what you used to; you just focus on the next

thing. I know this sounds simple, but when one's stress level is high and one

experiences difficulty coping, it is helpful to just keep it simple.

Exercise: -
1. What are three important shoft-term goals that you have for yourself.

(Keep them simple and reasonable.)

2. How are you doing with keeping things simple?
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3' What one healthy and positive action could you take to simplify your
life?

The final R is Respond, there is that point where you don,t feer great buttrust what you got and do the best you can. It is important to give yourself creditfor what you are attempting to do; ii may not work out just right, or feel great,but at.least you got through it. ge'as prepared as you can for yellow and redlight situations so you havl a pran and back up ptan io .op. with it. considergiving yourself some sort of treat for just getting through difficult situations.

Key points and Reminders

Nothing changes the reality that this is a difficult time; your lifewill never be the same as before 9-11. It wilr be different, butyou will always carry those loved ones in your heart.
There will be times that you will confront itressful situations,
where your appraisal of the situation and using the
resources/skiils that were ouflined here may hLrp you get
through the difficul!-times. It mav not be gieat, bri/ou .un
make things less difficult.

["gp it simple as you compensate and adjust through these
difficult times.
And remember, ke_ep breathing. It is important to stay in touch
with your breath. It can help ground you when all feis chaotic.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Focus Frame

The Five R's can help us deal with the strong emotions *" 
"*p"ri.I." ou-ity

::: ::H."t.il_Tp]f :_ 1: are Respo.nsibitity] Recosnize, Rerease, Refocus,and Respond. chailenge yoursetf to remember these ffi;;,, ii;, il'fir}r::

?i:Iryi1:l= h_elged us see that we can find the strensrh to perrorm on;,'Cffi;;;,i (RF) cant.emOffehar 1 -A^r,^F--f:^- T r--r ---:rr-

L.^1l i:l:"j *y::: I 1 I I * i,,1., _ lr rg 
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* 

"-,.1 
i, s I i ;;;';il.H, d,T

:T,T:*.- : jll.,:'^ yl: s_.T ul I wo rks h op io,. ii #i, v ri t;.' Y; i, V : i ;;T; ;
was great, but he wondered how I was going to get people to apply it. Thisinsightful comment made by my father comes with me whenever I teachanything.
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we now know what the 5 Rt are, but how are we going to appry them?

Exercise: Applying the 5 R's (responsibirity, respond , recognize, refocus,release) to Your Life

1) what areas of your life do you feer it wourd benefit you to appry the 5 R,s

2) Which one of the 5 R,s will be most challenging for you to learn?

3) who are you going to teach about the 5 R,s and how will you get them toapply them?


